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013.12.0Abstract Since GPS signals are unavailable for indoor navigation, current research mainly focuses
on vision-based locating with a single mark. An obvious disadvantage with this approach is that
locating will fail when the mark cannot be seen. The use of multiple marks can solve this problem.
However, the extra process to design and identify different marks will signiﬁcantly increase system
complexity. In this paper, a novel vision-based locating method is proposed by using marks with
feature points arranged in a radial shape. The feature points of the marks consist of inner points
and outer points. The positions of the inner points are the same in all marks, while the positions
of the outer points are different in different marks. Unlike traditional camera locating methods
(the PnP methods), the proposed method can calculate the camera location and the positions of
the outer points simultaneously. Then the calculation results of the positions of the outer points
are used to identify the mark. This method can make navigation with multiple marks more efﬁcient.
Simulations and real world experiments are carried out, and their results show that the proposed
method is fast, accurate and robust to noise.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Vision-based navigation approach has attracted more and
more attention. It has the characteristics of being fully
autonomous, passive, of low cost and light weight. For indoor62797629.
u.cn (T. Zhang).
orial Committee of CJA.
g by Elsevier
ing by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of C
05aircraft locating, since GPS signals are unavailable, vision-
based navigation becomes the primary approach.
In the ﬁeld of computer vision, how to estimate the camera
location from a completely known mark is a fundamental
problem. This problem is called the perspective-n-point (PnP)
problem, which has been studied for many years and there ex-
ist many effective solutions. The PnP methods are the theoret-
ical foundation of many vision-based navigation systems.
From n control points (n object points and their image points),
the PnP methods calculate the camera location and attitude
with respect to the object.
The PnP methods have been developed for many years.
For less than four control points (n< 4), the PnP methods
obtain the camera location by ﬁnding the roots of anSAA & BUAA. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
Fig. 1 Radial shape Mark i.
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nP 4, a typical kind of PnP methods is to formulate a non-lin-
ear optimal problem, and then solve it by mathematical algo-
rithms, such as the Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) method.3 The
non-linear optimal methods are widely used in visual naviga-
tion systems because they are accurate. However, they require
good initial values for calculation. Hence, the linear PnP meth-
ods are needed to provide initial values, such as the direct lin-
ear transformation (DLT) method.4 Currently, a number of
more effective PnP methods have been proposed to overcome
these drawbacks. For example, some PnP methods calculate
alternatively the camera pose and the depth of points5–10 and
reach the correct solution. Among these, the orthogonal itera-
tion (OI) method5 has been well developed and is quite
convincing.
Up to now, there have been many vision-based systems in
which the PnP methods are used as the locating algorithm.
In an early work proposed in Ref. 11, the aircraft had an on-
board camera and the mark consisted of six rectangles, and the
corners of the rectangles were used as the feature points.
Linear and nonlinear PnP methods were used for locating.
Some similar studies designed different artiﬁcial marks
and used the PnP methods for locating, such as AVATAR,12,13
WITAS,14 COMETs15 and SHU-XY_UAV.16 A number of
additional methods were proposed to make locating more
robust. For example, Refs. 17,18 analyzed the H-shape mark
and proposed some additional methods to help the PnP
methods.
In the applications above, when the aircraft cannot see the
mark, which implies the aircraft is out of the locatable area of
the camera, other locating sensors are necessary, such as the
ground camera19 or GPS.20 But this will increase the system
complexity. Obviously, multiple marks will enlarge the locat-
able area of the camera. As long as there is at least one mark
in the camera view ﬁeld, the aircraft location with respect to
the mark can be obtained. Furthermore, if the current mark
can be identiﬁed from other marks, the world location of the
current mark is obtained, and the locating problem is solved.
Unfortunately, it is very complex to use multiple marks if
the locating algorithm relies on the PnP methods. Since the
PnP methods require the mark to be completely known, each
mark must be different from the others for mark identiﬁcation.
One possible solution is to use different mark colors and
shapes. However, the color difference is sensitive to light and
shadow. And the shape difference requires each mark to be de-
signed separately, which is again complex work. With multiple
marks, mark identiﬁcation is difﬁcult especially when the envi-
ronment is large and requires a large number of marks.
To use multiple marks conveniently, a novel simultaneous
mark locating and identiﬁcation method is proposed in this pa-
per. The proposed method allows the marks to be different and
can recognize the differences. In this way, the marks do not
need to be specially designed for identiﬁcation. By using this
method, the locatable area of a camera can be enlarged conve-
niently and easily.
The contents of the paper are organized as follows. The
camera model, coordinate systems and marks design are de-
scribed in Section 2. Section 3 describes the details of the novel
camera location estimation method. In Section 4, the simula-
tion and experiment results are given, and the results prove
the feasibility of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the conclu-
sions are given in Section 5.2. Marks and coordinate systems
2.1. Radial shape marks
The marks used in this paper are like the ones shown in Fig. 1.
Mark i (i= 1, 2, . . .) is of a radial shape with at least three
radiation lines and every radiation line j (j= 1, 2, . . .) has
two feature points. All the points are in a plane. The inner
points are denoted as Pia j and the outer points are denoted
as Pib j: The positions of P
i
a j are the same in all marks and
are known. The positions of Pib j are different in different
marks. Before calculation, the proposed camera locating meth-
od in this paper only knows that Pib j are in the radiation lines
but does not know exactly where they are.
The method is able to estimate the camera location and the
positions of Pib j simultaneously. If Mark i is seen, the positions
of Pib j are obtained, and then they are compared with prior
known information, such as a database which records the
Pib j positions of all marks and the marks’ locations in the
world frame. In this way, it will be able to know where Mark
i is, and to use multiple marks will be convenient.
lij are the length ratios of Mark i deﬁned as follows:
lij ¼
kPib jOmik
kPia jOmik
ð1Þ
for j= 1, 2, . . ., where Omi is the center point of Mark i shown
in Fig. 1.
Since the positions of Pia j and Omi are known, knowing l
i
j
implies knowing the positions of Pib j. So l
i
j can be used to
identify marks. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, the Mark i
has four radiation lines, and the 4 · 1 vector li1 li2 li3 li4
 T
can be used to uniquely identify Mark i.
2.2. Coordinate systems
As shown in Fig. 2, the world frame w has its X-axis pointing
down, and the Y-axis and Z-axis complete a right-handed
coordinate system. For multiple marks, each mark has a mark
frame mi (i= 1, 2, . . .). Omi is the origin of mi, and Xmi , Ymi and
Zmi correspond to the X, Y and Z axis respectively.
Camera frame c has its origin Oc at the optical center. Xc is
perpendicular to the imaging plane and points front. Yc and Zc
complete a right-handed coordinate system as shown in Fig. 3.
The image frame has its origin at the center of the image, and
its u-axis and v-axis are parallel to Yc and Zc respectively.
Fig. 2 The world frame w and the mark frames mi.
Fig. 3 The camera frame c and the image frame.
78 H. Zhou, T. ZhangXmip is the 3 · 1 position vector of point P in mi, and X
mi
c is
the 3 · 1 position vector of camera Oc in mi. Thus, Xmip  Xmic is
the 3 · 1 position vector of point P with respect to the camera
in mi. R
c
mi
is the 3 · 3 rotation transformation matrix from mi
to c. Xcp is the 3 · 1 position vector of point P in camera frame
c, thus:Xcp ¼ Rcmi Xmip  Xmic
 
ð2Þ
The camera model is described with perspective projection
equations:up ¼ f
ycp
xcp
vp ¼ f
zcp
xcp
8>><
>>:
ð3Þwhere f is the camera focal length.
The relationship between the camera frame c and world
frame w is:Rwc ¼ RwmiRmic
Xwc ¼ Xwmi þ RwmiXmic
(
ð4Þwhere Rwmi is the 3 · 3 rotation matrix from the mark frame mi
to the world frame w, and Xwmi the 3 · 1 position vector of Omi
in the world frame w. Rwmi and X
w
mi
indicate where Mark i is in
the world frame w, and they are recorded in a database. The
database also records the length ratios l of every mark. Once
the length ratios l of Mark i are obtained, Rwmi and X
w
mi
will be
known.3. Algorithm for simultaneous locating and length ratios l
estimation
3.1. Algorithm principle analysis
Multiple marks with different length ratios l are set on the
ground. By using the algorithm proposed in this section, the
aircraft gets its location with respect to one of these marks,
and recognizes the mark by getting its length ratios l. Once
we know which mark it is, the mark location and aircraft loca-
tion in world frame w are known.
Pia j and P
i
b j are the feature points of radiation Line j of
Mark i, and their mark frame coordinates satisfy:
Xmib j ¼ lijXmia j ð5Þ
Let Iia j ¼ f uia j via j
h iT
and Iib j ¼ f uib j vib j
h iT
be the
images of Pia j and P
i
b j respectively. A hypothetical way to
look at the relationship between Iib j and P
i
a j is proposed:
Hypothesis. Iib j is the image of P
i
a j after the camera rotates
R and translates Tc from the current pose. Where Tc is the
translation vector with respect to camera frame c, and
Tmi ¼ Rmic Tc is the translation vector with respect to mark
frame mi.
According to Eqs. (2) and (5):
Xcb j ¼ Rcmi lijXmia j  Xmic
 
ð6Þ
Dividing both sides of Eq. (6) by lij
1
lij
Xcb j ¼ Rcmi Xmia j 
1
lij
Xmic
 !
ð7Þ
According to Eq. (3), the images of 1
li
j
Xcb j and X
c
b j are the
same. And according to Eqs. (2) and (7), when there is no rota-
tion (R= I3·3), and the camera position varies from X
mi
c to
1
li
j
Xmic , the hypothesis is satisﬁed. Thus:
Tmi ¼ Rmic Tc ¼
1 lij
lij
Xmic ð8Þ
According to the hypothesis, a well-known restriction is
satisﬁed:
Iib j
TT^cdirectionRI
i
a j ¼ 0 ð9Þ
where the 3 · 3 matrix T^cdirection denotes the skew symmetric
matrix associated with a 3 · 1 vector Tcdirection. When there is
no rotation (R= I), Eq. (9) is equivalent to
Iib j  Iia j
 T
Tcdirection ¼ 0: Construct matrix:
A ¼
Iib 1  Iia 1
 T
Iib 2  Iia 2
 T
..
.
2
6664
3
7775 ð10Þ
And according to Eq. (9), an equation should be satisﬁed:
ATcdirection ¼ 0 ð11Þ
When the rank of A is 2, the 3 · 1 unit vector Tcdirection exists
and is uniquely determined. The following statement gives a
theorem and its proof.
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rank (A) = 2.
Proof. in the case of rank(A) = 0, each row of matrix A is
zero. It indicates that each pair of points has the same image
coordinates, Iia j ¼ Iib j for j= 1, 2, . . . This case only happens
when the camera is located at the origin of the mark frame mi
(Omi ).
In the case of rank (A) = 1, the rows of the matrix are par-
allel to each other, which means the planes determined by
points fOc;Pia j;Pib jg are parallel to each other. Since all these
planes contain point Oc, all the planes are actually the same
plane. That means the camera is on the ground (Xmic ¼ 0).
Hence, when rank (A) = 0 or 1, the camera is on the
ground. This will not happen in real world ﬂight. So the cases
that rank (A) = 0 or 1 can be ignored.
According to Eq. (9), the equation ATcdirection ¼ 0 has at
least one solution. So A cannot be a full column rank, the rank
of A must be 2. And it means the equation ATcdirection ¼ 0 has
one and only one unit vector solution. 
Intuitively, as shown in Fig. 4, Tcdirection is the intersecting
line of planes determined separately by:
Oc; Omi ; P
i
a 1; P
i
b 1
 	
; Oc; Omi ; P
i
a 2; P
i
b 2
 	
and
Oc; Omi ; P
i
a 3; P
i
b 3
 	
.
After Tcdirection is obtained, construct matrix A
i
j =
Iia j  Iib j  Tcdirection
h i
. Because Tcdirection is parallel to the plane
determined by {Oc;P
i
a j, P
i
b j}, and I
i
a j and I
i
b j are parallel to
the lines determined by Oc;P
i
a j
n o
and Oc; P
i
b j
n o
, rank
ðAijÞ ¼ 2. The dimension of the kernel of Aij is 1.
nAij ¼ nAijð1Þ nAijð2Þ nAijð3Þ
h iT
denotes the unit vector of the
kernel of Aij, thus:
nAijð1ÞIia j ¼ nAijð2ÞIib j þ nAijð3ÞTcdirection ð12Þ
Since Tcdirection is a unit vector, a scale coefﬁcient k
i
j is needed
to satisfy Eq. (13):
kijnA
i
jð1ÞIia j ¼ Xca j
kijl
i
jnA
i
jð2ÞIib j ¼ Xcb j
kijnA
i
jð3ÞTcdirection ¼ Tc
8><
>: ð13Þ
According to Eqs. (8) and (13):
Rcmi
1 lij
lij
Xmic ¼ Tc ¼ kijnAijð3ÞTcdirection ð14ÞFig. 4 Intuitive show of Tcdirection.According to Eqs. (13) and (14):
kij l
i
jnA
i
jð2ÞIib j  nAijð1ÞIia j
 


 


 ¼ lij  1  Xmia j


 


 ð15Þ
Introduce a pair of reference points Pia ref and P
i
b ref, whose
liref is known, and according to Eq. (15):
kij l
i
jnA
i
jð2ÞIib j  nAijð1ÞIia j
 


 



kiref l
i
refnA
i
refð2ÞIib ref  nAirefð1ÞIia ref
 

 


¼
jlij  1j Xmia j



 



liref  1
  Xmia ref

 

 ð16Þ
Since ð1 lijÞ=lij
  Xmic

 

 ¼ Tck k ¼ kijnAijð3Þ :
ð1 lijÞ=lij
1 liref
 
=liref

 ¼ k
i
jnA
i
jð3Þ
kirefnA
i
refð3Þ

 ð17Þ
According to Eqs. (15) and (17):
lij
liref

 ¼ l
i
jnA
i
jð2ÞIib j  nAijð1ÞIia j



 



lirefnA
i
refð2ÞIib ref  nAirefð1ÞIia ref


 

 nA
i
refð3Þ
nAijð3Þ

 X
mi
a ref


 


Xmia j



 



ð18Þ
Since liref is known, l
i
j is the only unknown in the quadratic
equation obtained from Eq. (18).
And based on the quadratic equation obtained from Eq.
(18), two possible lij are obtained. They are denoted by l
i
ja
and lijb. According to Eq. (15), two possible k
i
j can be obtained
by Eq. (19), they are denoted by kija and k
i
jb.
jkijj ¼
jlij  1jkXmia jk
klijnAijð2ÞIib j  nAijð1ÞIia jk
kij ¼ signðjkijjnAijð1ÞIia jð1ÞÞjkijj
8><
>: ð19Þ
Thus two possible coordinates are obtained from Eq. (13):
Xca ja; X
c
a jb, only one of the two possible coordinates is right.
According to Eq. (17), kiref can be obtained from ðlija; kijaÞ
and ðlijb; kijbÞ:
kiref
  ¼ kijlij
1 lij

 1 l
i
ref
liref

 nA
i
jð3Þ
nAirefð3Þ


kiref ¼ sign kiref
 nAirefð1ÞIia refð1Þ  kiref 
8><
>: ð20Þ
Because kaijl
i
ja=ð1 lijaÞ
  ¼ kijblijb=ð1 lijbÞ , kiref is un-
iquely determined.
To choose the right Xca j and X
c
b j; another pair of points P
i
a k
and Pib k are needed. The value of Eq. (21) indicates whether the
four points Pia ref, P
i
b ref, P
i
a j, P
i
a k are in a plane or not.
res¼
Xcb refXca ref
  Xca jXca ref 
Xcb refXca ref
  Xca jXca ref 


 


 
Xcb refXca ref
  Xca kXca ref 
Xcb refXca ref
  Xca kXca ref 

 




ð21Þ
With two pairs of two possible coordinates, four possible
res can be obtained. Choose the one which is closest to 1,
and the corresponding kij; k
i
k
n o
is the right pair.
80 H. Zhou, T. ZhangAccording to Eqs. (8) and (14):
Tc ¼ kijnAijð3ÞTcdirection
XcO ¼ Rcmi Xmic ¼ 
lij
1 lij
Tc
ð22Þ
where XcO is the position of Omi in camera frame c.
To get the camera location in mi: X
mi
c , the rotation matrix
Rmic is necessary. If there are attitude sensors, the rotation ma-
trix Rmic can be obtained. If there is not, here is a method to get
the rotation matrix Rmic . Since the four camera frame coordi-
nates: Xca ref; X
c
b ref; X
c
a j; X
c
a k
n o
can be obtained by Eq.
(13), and their coordinates in mi is pre-known. Two matrixes:
Ami ¼
Xmib ref  Xmia ref
Xmia j  Xmia ref
Xmia k  Xmia ref
2
64
3
75
Ac ¼
Xcb ref  Xca ref
Xca j  Xca ref
Xca k  Xca ref
2
64
3
75
ð23Þ
Do SVD:
ATmiAc ¼ USVT ð24Þ
The rotation matrix Rmic can be obtained by:
Rmic ¼ VUT: ð25ÞFig. 5 Accuracy comparison results (each point in the plot
represents 1000 trials).3.2. Algorithm process
The input, output, and process of the proposed algorithm are
presented here.
Input:
(1) Image coordinates of n (nP 2) pairs of feature points of
Mark i: Iia 1; I
i
b 1; I
i
a 2; I
i
b 2; . . . ; I
i
a n; I
i
b n.
(2) Mark frame coordinates of n inner feature points of
Mark i: Xmia 1; X
mi
a 2; . . . ; X
mi
a n.
(3) Image coordinates and mark frame coordinates of a pair
of reference points: Iia ref; I
i
b ref;X
mi
a ref;X
mi
b ref.
Process:
(1) Matrix A ¼
Iib 1  Iia 1
 T
Iib 2  Iia 2
 T
..
.
Iib n  Iia n
 T
2
66664
3
77775
Do SVD: A ¼ UASAVTA, Tcdirection equals the third column of
matrix VA.
(2) Matrix Aij ¼ Iia j  Iib j  Tcdirection
h i
.
Do SVD: Aij ¼ UAjSAjVTAj (j= 1, 2, . . .). nAij equals the third
column of matrix VAj, for j= 1, 2, . . .,n.
(3) Use the quadratic equation obtained from Eq. (18) to
get possible values of lij (l
i
ja and l
i
jb), for j= 1, 2, . . .,n.
(4) Get possible values of kij (k
i
ja and k
i
jb) by Eq. (19), for
j= 1, 2, . . .,n.
(5) Get kiref by Eq. (20).(6) Choose the right ðli1; ki1; li2; ki2;    ; lin; kinÞ by Eq.
(21).
(7) Get XcO by Eq. (22).
(8) If there is an attitude sensor, get Rmic from the attitude
sensor. If not, get Rmic by Eqs. (24) and (25).
(9) Get Xmic by Eq. (22).
Output:
(1) lij (j= 1, 2, . . .,n) of Mark i.
(2) Camera location in the mark frame mi: X
mi
c .
4. Simulations and real world experiments
All codes for simulations and real world experiments are
implemented in MATLAB script running on a laptop with a
2.5 GHz Core i5 processor, and a 4 G RAM.
4.1. Simulations
In this section, the performances of the proposed method are
tested by simulation. Its outstanding performances are mainly
in three aspects: accuracy, fast speed and ability to identify dif-
ferent marks.
Firstly, the accuracy of the proposed method is compared
with three classic PnP methods (LM,3 DLT4 and OI5) using
synthetically generated data. In the accuracy simulations, the
radial shape mark consists of three radiation lines. The three
outer points are set at 1 m away from the mark center, and
the three inner points are randomly distributed between the
mark center and the outer points. One pair of points are cho-
sen as the reference points. In this way, the two length ratios l1
and l2, and the reference length ratio lref are randomly gener-
ated. The camera is randomly set in a box whose side length is
10 m. The box center is 10 m away from the mark center.
Different levels of noises are added to the image. The noise
variance r is related to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by
SNR= 20 lg(10r/1).
The accuracy comparison results are shown in Fig. 5. Since
the PnP methods need the locations of all feature points, the
three length ratios are pre-known in the PnP method simula-
tions. As shown in Fig. 5, it is obvious that for radial shape
marks, the proposed method is more accurate.
A vision-based navigation approach with multiple radial shape marks for indoor aircraft locating 81The speed of camera location estimation methods are re-
lated to the number of points. For speed comparison, the num-
ber of points varies from 6 (3 radiation lines) to 24 (12
radiation lines). The run time of the proposed method and
the PnP methods are shown in Fig. 6.
The LM method and the OI method are iterative methods,
and the proposed method and the DLT method are non-itera-
tive methods. Thus, the proposed method and the DLT meth-
od are faster. And as shown in Fig. 6, the speed of the
proposed method is comparable to the DLT method, and is
faster than the LM method and the OI method.
The biggest difference between the proposed method and
the PnP methods is that the length ratios l are able to be esti-
mated. Simulations are designed to test the robustness of the
length ratios l estimation.
In this simulation, the distribution parameters of the outer
points and the camera are the same as those in the accuracy
comparison simulations, but the length ratios are ﬁxed to be
l1 = 2.5 and l2 = 3.0.
Fig. 7 demonstrates length ratios estimation results with
SNR= 60 dB. Figs. 8 and 9 demonstrate the statistical mean
error and standard deviation with different signal-to-noise
ratios.
As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the l estimation results are accu-
rate when the noise is not too loud (SNRP 60 dB). A loud
noise (SNR= 40 dB) may result in a bad estimation result.
However, because the estimation results of length ratios lFig. 6 Run time comparison results (each point in the plot
represents 1000 trials).
Fig. 7 Length ratio l estimation results (SNR= 60 dB,
l1 = 2.5 and l2 = 3.0).are obtained from each frame, a simple mean ﬁlter which fuses
several estimation results is enough to solve the problem. And
this is demonstrated in Section 4.2.
4.2. Real world experiments
To test and verify the proposed camera location estimation
method with ﬂexible radial shape marks in the real world, a ro-
bust real-time method for recognizing a special kind of feature
points is proposed. This kind of feature points and the recog-
nition algorithm are presented in the Appendix A.
As shown in Fig. 10, the mark is designed in the shape of
letter ‘T’. There are three radiation lines with six feature points
(A1, B1, A2, B2, A3, B3), and the reference length ratio
l3 = kB3, Ok/kA3, Ok is ﬁxed to be 2. The other two ratios:
l1 ¼ kB1; Ok=kA1; Ok and l2 ¼ kB2; Ok=kA2; Ok, can be
used to identify the mark.
In real world experiments, images for processing are like the
one shown in Fig. 11 (the blue points are the recognition re-
sults by the algorithm presented in the Appendix A). The T-Fig. 8 Mean error of l estimation results (each point in the plot
represents 1000 trials).
Fig. 9 Standard deviation of l estimation results (each point in
the plot represents 1000 trials).
Fig. 10 T-shape mark.
Fig. 11 Feature points recognition results.
Fig. 12 Camera location estimation results in a real world
experiment by the proposed method and OI.
Fig. 14 The l estimation results in a real world experiment
(l1 = 3.0 and l2 = 2.5).
Fig. 15 The l estimation results in real world experiments by
taking the average value of the last 50 frames.
Fig. 16 Three marks with different length ratios l.
82 H. Zhou, T. Zhangshape mark is set on the ground, and the camera is held by
hand and moves over the mark.
The OI method5 is chosen for comparison. The OI method,
as a well developed PnP method, is accurate and robust.
Fig. 12 shows the camera location estimation results of the
proposed method and the OI method. As shown in Fig. 12,
the two trajectories obtained by the two methods almost coin-
cide. And Fig. 13 shows the estimation result differences be-
tween the two estimated trajectories. The average value is
0.7792 cm and the standard deviation is 0.6593 cm. This indi-
cates that this algorithm is trustworthy.
The length ratios l estimation is an important task and it is
the biggest difference between the proposed method and the
PnP methods. Fig. 14 shows the l estimation results.
A simple mean ﬁlter is designed, which takes the average
value of the estimated l results of the last 50 frames. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 15, which shows the proposed method
is feasible and robust to noise.Fig. 13 Camera location estimation differences between the
proposed method and OI.An experiment is designed to demonstrate the feasibility of
the proposed method with multiple radial shape marks. Three
radial shape marks with different length ratios l are set on the
ground as shown in Fig. 16. Mark 1 has l11 ¼ 2:5; l12 ¼ 2:5,Fig. 17 Camera location estimation results with three marks.
A vision-based navigation approach with multiple radial shape marks for indoor aircraft locating 83Mark 2 has l21 ¼ 2:5; l22 ¼ 3:0 and Mark 3 has
l23 ¼ 3:0; l23 ¼ 3:0. Their locations and length ratios l are
stored in a ﬁle. The camera moves over the three marks
sequentially, and calculates the length ratios l of the current
mark by using the proposed method. Then, the mark loca-
tion in the world frame is obtained by comparing the calcu-
lated length ratios l with the ﬁle data. In this way,
the camera location can be obtained when any mark can
be seen.
Fig. 17 shows the camera location estimation results. The
three colors represent the locating results with the three marks
separately. Compared with locating with a single mark, the
locatable area is enlarged.5. Conclusions
(1) The proposed method is able to accomplish camera
locating and mark recognition simultaneously, which
makes navigation with multiple marks more efﬁcient.
Simulations and real world experiment results show that
the proposed method is accurate, fast and robust to
noise.
(2) The proposed method has great potential in large area
locating. Assume that there are many radial shape
marks in a large area. By using this method, the air-
craft is able to locate itself in this large area quickly,
and this is shown in the experiment with three marks.
The proposed method is competitive and attractive in
practical applications. Further work is currently in
progress.Acknowledgement
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The feature point is shown in Fig. A1(a). The recognition
algorithm can recognize this kind of feature points in a com-
plex background robustly and fast. The recognition algo-
rithm has two steps. The ﬁrst step is simple and fast, and
it ﬁnds out candidate feature points from all the image
points. The second step reﬁnes the results with a relatively
complex method.
Step 1.With all image points, ﬁnd out those that satisfy one
of the two conditions:Fig. A1 Feature point for real world experiments.Iðu r; vÞ  Iðu; v rÞ > TH1
Iðu r; vÞ  Iðu; vþ rÞ > TH1
Iðuþ r; vÞ  Iðu; v rÞ > TH1
Iðuþ r; vÞ  Iðu; vþ rÞ > TH1
jIðuþ r; vÞ  Iðu r; vÞj < TH2
jIðu; vþ rÞ  Iðu; v rÞj < TH2
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ðA1aÞ
Iðu r; vÞ  Iðu; v rÞ < TH1
Iðu r; vÞ  Iðu; vþ rÞ < TH1
Iðuþ r; vÞ  Iðu; v rÞ < TH1
Iðuþ r; vÞ  Iðu; vþ rÞ < TH1
jIðuþ r; vÞ  Iðu r; vÞj < TH2
jIðu; vþ rÞ  Iðu; v rÞj < TH2
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ðA1bÞ
where u and v are respectively the image horizontal coordinate
and the image vertical coordinate (pixel), I(u, v) is the grayscale
of the point (u, v), r is the radius (pixel) and TH1 and TH2 are
the thresholds (grayscale).
Eqs. (A1a) and (A1b) compares the grayscale of the four
neighborhood points of an image point as shown in
Fig. A1(b). Condition Eq. (A1a) suggests that the up and
down of the point is black, and the left and right of the point
is white. And condition Eq. (A1b) suggests that the up and
down of the point is white, and the left and right of the point
is black. Because of rotation, the feature point shown in
Fig. A1(a) will satisfy and only satisfy one of the two condi-
tions. For each image point that satisﬁes one of the two condi-
tions, set a corresponding ﬂag(Æ) as Eq. (A2). The ﬂag(Æ) will be
used in Step 2 of the algorithm.
For the kth point Pk that satisﬁes Eq. (A1a) or Eq. (A1b),
set:
flagðkÞ ¼ 1 if Pk satisfies Eq: ðA1aÞ1 if Pk satisfies Eq: ðA1bÞ

ðA2Þ
And increase the radius r until Pk does not satisfy Eq. (A1),
and set radius(k) = r.
Step 2. Use sobel operator described in Eq. (A3):
sobelX ¼
0:5 0 0:5
1 0 1
0:5 0 0:5
2
64
3
75
sobelY ¼
0:5 1 0:5
0 0 0
0:5 1 0:5
2
64
3
75
8>>>><
>>>>>:
ðA3Þ
For point p, its sobel ﬁeld is presented as:
ðsobelXðpÞ; sobelYðpÞÞ ðA4Þ
Based on the candidate points selected by Step 1, detect
their neighborhood areas as shown in Fig. A1(c). The neigh-
borhood area of an image point is divided into four parts. La-
bel the four parts A, B, C, D separately as shown in Fig. A1(c).
And Step 2 does the following calculations to all the points se-
lected by Step 1:
(1) For the kth image point Pk selected by Step 1, calculate
the four variables SumA, SumB, SumC, SumD:
84 H. Zhou, T. ZhangSumA ¼
X
p2A
flagðkÞminðsobleXðpÞ; sobleYðpÞÞ
SumB ¼
X
p2B
flagðkÞminðsobleXðpÞ; sobleYðpÞÞ
SumC ¼
X
p2C
flagðkÞminðsobleXðpÞ; sobleYðpÞÞ
SumD ¼
X
p2D
flagðkÞminðsobleXðpÞ; sobleYðpÞÞ
(2) If minðSumA; SumB; SumC; SumDÞ > THradiusðkÞ,
Pk is recognized as the feature point, where TH is the
threshold (grayscale) and radius(k) is the radius (pixel)
of Pk found in Step 1.
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